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Let {X,} be a Gaussian ARMA process with spectral density f&A), where 0 is an 
unknown parameter. The problem considered is that of testing a simple hypothesis 
H:O = B,, against the alternative A :O # &,. For this problem we propose a class of 
tests 9, which contains the likelihood ratio (LR), Wald (W), modified Wald (MW) 
and Rao (R) tests as special cases. Then we derive the x2 type asymptotic expansion 
of the distribution of TEY up to order n-l, where n is the sample size. Also we 
derive the x2 type asymptotic expansion of the distribution of T under the sequence 
of alternatives A,: 0 = f& + E/J n, s>O. Then we compare the local powers of the 
LR, W, MW, and R tests on the basis of their asymptotic expansions. 0 1988 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In multivariate analysis, the asymptotic expansions of the distributions 
of various test statistics have been investigated in detail (e.g., Peer [4], 
Hayakawa [ 1,2], Hayakawa and Puri [3]). On the other hand, in time 
series analysis, the first systematic study was tried by Whittle [ 123. For an 
autoregressive process or a moving average process, he gave the limiting 
distribution of a test statistic of likelihood ratio type, and indicated a 
method to give its Edgeworth expansion. Recently Phillips [5] gave the 
Edgeworth expansion of the r-ratio test statistic in the estimation of the 
coefficient of a first-order autoregressive process (AR( 1)). For an AR( 1) 
process, Tanaka [6] gave the higher order approximations for the dis- 
tributions of the likelihood ratio, Wald and Lagrange multiplier tests under 
both the null and alternative hypotheses. Also Taniguchi [8] derived the 
asymptotic expansion for the distribution of the likelihood ratio criterion 
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for a Gaussian autoregressive moving average (ARMA) process under a 
sequence of local alternatives. 
In this paper we consider a Gaussian ARMA process with the spectral 
density f,(n) which depends on an unknown parameter 8. We assume that 
8 is scalar in order to avoid unnecessarily complex notations and formulas. 
The problem considered is that of testing a simple hypothesis H:8 = B. 
against the alternative A :8 # 8,. For this problem we propose a class of 
tests Y, which contains the likelihood ratio (LR), Wald (W), modified 
Wald (MW) and Rao (R) tests as special cases. Then we derive the x2 type 
asymptotic expansion of the distribution of TE Y up to order l/n, where n 
is the sample size. 
In Section 4 we investigate a correction factor p which makes the term of 
order l/n in the asymptotic expansion of the distribution of (1 + p/n)T 
vanish (i.e., Bartlett’s adjustment) and give the necessary and sufficient 
condition for TE Y such that T is adjustable in the sense of Bartlett. 
In Section 5 we derive the x2 type asymptotic expansion of the dis- 
tribution of SE 9’ under the sequence of alternatives A,,: 8 = B. + cl&, 
E > 0. Using the asymptotic expansion for S, we compare the local powers 
of the LR, W, MW, and R tests on the basis of their asymptotic expan- 
sions. Then it is shown that none of the above tests is uniformly superior. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We introduce 9 and gARMA, the spaces of functions on C---n, n], 
f a(u)exp(-iuil),a(u)=a(-24), 
u= -co 
2 (l+lul)la(u)l<d,forsomed<co 
u= -m 
. 
We set down the following assumptions. 
ASSUMPTION 1. {X,; t=o, fl, . ..} is a Gaussian stationary process 
with the spectral density f&n) E .9ARMA, 8, E Cc 8 c R’, and mean 0. Here 
0 is an open set of R’ and C is a cmpact subset of 8. 
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ASSUMPTION 2. The spectral density se(A) is continuously five times dif- 
ferentiable with respect to 0~ 0, and the derivatives afO/atI, a’fs/at12, 
a3fs/iM3, a4fs/at14, and 8fs/&3' belong to 9. 
ASSUMPTION 3. There exists d, > 0 such that 
for all 19 E 0. 
Suppose that a stretch, X, = (A’, , . . . . X,)’ of the series (X,} is available. 
Let A’, be the covariance matrix of X,. The likelihood function based on 
X, is given by 
Let 
L,(0) = (27o-“/2 IZ, 1 -‘I2 exp{ -$XLc;‘X,}. 
z,(e)=~~logL,(e), 
&ae 
z*(e)=+ 
Ji 
~logL.(B)-E,~logL,(B) ) 
I 
and 
Z,(B)=: 
Ji 
-$logL.(e)-E~-$logL,(e) . 
1 
The asymptotic moments (cumulants) of Z,(O), Z,(O), and Z,(O) are 
evaluated by Taniguchi [9] as follows. 
LEMMA 1. Under Assumptions 1-3, we have 
Ee{Zl(0)2} = Z(0) + O(n-‘), 
Ee{Z1(e)z,(e)}=J(e)+O(n-‘), 
E,{z,(e)3}=~K(e)+O(n-“2), 
J;; 
&{Z1(@ -We)) = L(0) + We’), 
Var,{Z,(B)} = M(8) + 0(n-‘), 
E,{Z,(8)2Z2(~)} =J- N(0) + O(nP3’2), 
h 
cumdZ,(W, Z,(e), Z,(e), Z,(W) =i H(0) + Wp2), 
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where 
Henceforth, for simplicity, we sometimes use zl, Z2, Z,, 1, J, K, etc. 
instead of Z,(e), Z,(e), Z,(e), I(e), J(6), K(6), etc., respectively. 
Now we consider the equation 
(2.1) 
where l,(0) = log L,(8). The maximum likelihood estimator i!jn of 8, is 
defined by a value of 0 that satisfies Eq. (2.1). The following lemma is due 
to Taniguchi [ 10 J. 
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LEMMA 2. Assume that Assumptions l-3 hold. Let a be an arbitrary 
fixed number such that 0 < c( < i. 
(1) There exists a statistic 0, which solves (2.1) such that for some 
4 > 0, 
uniformly for do E C. 
(2) For {e,} satisfying (2.2), we have the stochastic expansion 
&(~,4,)=Z,+Z,Z,-3J+~2 
I” I2 & 2s & ’ 
21 
222 
1 2 +(3J+KJZz3 212 ’ 
4L+3M+6N+H 
61 
z: + o,(n-‘), (2.3) 
where Z, = E( Zf ). 
3. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS FOR THE NULL DISTRIBUTIONS 
Consider the transformation 
w, = z,i& 
W2=Z2-J.IPIZ1, 
w,=z,-L.IPZ,. 
For the testing problem H: 8 = &, against A: 0 # &,, we introduce the 
following class of tests: 
YH= T(T=~+~(a,~W,+a2W:) 
{ J;I 
+~(b,~+b2W:Wj+b,W~+b,W:W2+bsW:W1)+op(nP1), 
under H, where ai (i = 1,2) and bi (i = 1, . . . . 5) 
are nonrandom constants . i 
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This class y;I is a very natural one. 
(i) The likelihood ratio test LR = 2[1,(6,) - l,(O,)] belongs to YH. In 
fact, expanding LR in a Taylor series at 6’ = &,, and noting Lemma 1 and 
(2.2), we obtain 
LR = 2(8, - 0,) $Z,(O,) + (0, - 8,)* 2 Z,(O,) 
+ f @, - eo)3 $ r,(e,) + $ (8, - eo)4 $i ue,) + 0,w9 
= 2 J&t- 0,) z,te,) - i&J. - ~,vv(~,) + mo)i4 
+$ iJ;;b%-eo)p3(eo) 
where EZ,(O)* = Z(0) + A(O)/n + o(n-‘). Notice that 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
= -4L-3M-6N-H+O(n-‘) (3.3) 
(see Taniguchi [9]). Substituting (2.3) (3.2), and (3.3) in (3.1) we have 
LR=q+ 
1 
3 & 13’* 
(3Z”“qW,-KW;)+& [-1212A~+12Z~@ 
+{3(J+K)2-Z(3M+6N+H)} W;-12Z1’2(J+K)W;W2 
+413’2WT W,] + op(n-l), 
which implies that LR belongs to 5f&. 
Similarly, we can get results (iit( 
(ii) Wald’s test W = n(8, - Oo)2Z(~,) belongs to Sp, with the coef- 
ficients a, = 2/I, a2 = J/1312, b, = -26/I, b2 = 3/12, b3 = - (3J2 + 
4JK + K2)/4Z3 + (4L + 3N + H)/6f, b, = -K/Isi2, and b, = 1/I3’2. 
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(iii) A modified Wald’s test MW =n(fi,--t+,)*Z(f?,) belongs to YH 
with the coefficients a, =2/Z, a, = -(J+ K)/Z”‘, b, = -24/Z, b, = 3/Z2, 
b, = (9J*+ 14JK+5K2)/4Z3-(L+3M+6N+H)/3Z2, b,= -(6J+4K)/ZsJ2, 
and b5 = l/Z312. 
(iv) Rao’s test R = Z,(80)2Z(8,)P’ belongs to y;I with the coeffkients 
a, = a2 = b, = b, = b, = b, = b, = 0. 
To derive the asymptotic expansion of the distribution of TE y;l, we 
need the following lemma (see Taniguchi [lo]). 
LEMMA 3. Uner Assumptions 1-3, W = ( W,, W,, W,)’ has the following 
Edgeworth expansion: 
= 5 qn(w) dw + o(n’) say, B 
where B is a Bore1 set of R3, w’=(w,, w2, w,), f,(~,)=(2z)-‘/~ee”‘~‘~, 
f2(~2, w3)=(2711e1 IQ21-1’2ex~-f(w2, ~3)Q;‘(w2, ~3)‘~ and Hj,,...,j,(W) 
are the Hermite polynomials. Here the above coefficients cc:). and the matrix 
52, can be expressed by using the spectral density. 
For TE YH, define cr(t) = E[e”*]. By Lemma 3 we have 
+-!n(b,w:+b2w:w:+b3wi+b,w:w2+b,w:w, q”(w)dw+o(n-‘) 
I 
= 
fff 
exp(itw:)x [1+N(a,w:w2+a2w:) 
& 
+;(b,w;+b,w~w;+b,w;+b,w;w,+b,w;rv,) 
+ (it)’ 
2n( 
a,w:w2+a2w:)2 qn(w)dw+o(n-‘). 1 
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In the first place we calculate the above integral with respect to w2 and w3. 
Second, integrating it with respect to wl, it is not difficult to show the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Under Assumptions l-3, the characteristic function c,(t) has 
the following asymptotic expansion: 
c,(t)=(l-2it)- ‘I* 
[ 
1 + n-l $ A:=)(1 - 2it)-j 1 + o(n-I), j=O 
where 
A~T:‘=(9Z2(ZM-J2)a~+6Z(ZN-JK)a,-12Z3b,-12Z2(ZM-J2)b2 
- 12f A + 3ZH- 5K2}/24Z3, 
A\=)= (-6Z*(ZM-.I*) a: - 8Z(ZN- JK)a, + 15Z3as + 6Z3’*Ka2 
+ 4Z3b, + 4Z*(ZM- J*)b, - 12Z3b3 + 4Z*A - 2ZH + 5K2}/8Z3, 
A~T~={3(Z3M-Z2J2)a~+6Z(ZN-JK)a,-30Z3a~-16KZ3~2a2 
+ 12Z3b3 + ZH- 5K2}/8Z3, 
A$” = 5(3Z3’*a2 + K)*/24Z3. 
From the above lemma we have 
THEOREM 1. Under Assumptions 1-3, the asymptotic expansion of the 
distribution of TE Sp, is given by 
P;0[T6x]=P[~~gx]+n-’ 1 AlT)P[~:+2i~x]+o(n-‘). (3.4) 
j=O 
For concrete spectral models we can give the coefficients AJT) in (3.4) for 
the four tests T = LR, W, MW, and R in simple forms (cf. Taniguchi [9]). 
EXAMPLE 1. For the autoregressive spectral density 
fRo(L)=g 11 -cleiij-* (0, = a), 
we can show that 
(i) for T = LR (likelihood ratio test), 
/If-R’= 1 9 A’=R’= 1 -1 3 AU-R) 2 = A(=R) 3 = 0. 9 
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(ii) for T = W (Wald’s test), 
Ahw) = 5ci’ - 1 A;w’= - a2+ 1 
4(1 -a2)’ 
A$W’=;, A~w’=(). 
2(1 -a2)’ 
(iii) for T = MW (modified Wald’s test), 
A&Mw’= 5a2 - 1 ,,j;MW’= 2-lx2 
4(1 -a2)’ 2(1 -a2)’ 
A’MW- -33cr2-3 A;MW’, 15c?* 
2 - 4(1-a*) ’ 2(1 -a2)’ 
(iv) for T = R (Rao’s test), 
A(R)= I1 -15’* A(R) _ 27a2 - 10 
0 4(1 -a2)’ 1 -2(1-a’)’ 
A’P’= 9 - 69a2 
4(1 -a’)’ 
A&R’= 15” 
2(1 -a2)’ 
EXAMPLE 2. For the moving average spectral density 
f&)=g ,I -pEF,* (00 = B), 
we can show that 
(i) for T=LR, 
A(LR), _ 1 + 282 1 +2p2 
0 3 1 -/p)’ AiLR’= 31 _ 82) A$LR)=A$J-R)=o; 
(ii) for T= W, 
@%‘,W,= -g-7B2 A(w)= 5b2-3 
4(1-/P) l 2( 1 - p2y 
A(w) _ 15 - 33P2 
2 - 4(1-j?) 
A$w’= 15p2 . 
2(1-p)’ 
(iii) for T = MW, 
A&MW’= -9-7/F A\MW’= 5P2 
4(1-p)’ 2(1 -pZ)’ 
A$MW) = -3p2+9 AiMW) ~0; 
4(1-b2)’ 
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(iv) for T = R, 
#R'=11-3f12 21/?2 - 10 
0 4(1 -pq 
A',R) = 
2(1 -/I7 
AcRj=W-W2) 
2 4(1+?2) ’ 
A&R’= 15B2 
2(1-/I’)’ 
4. BARTLETT'S ADJUSTMENT 
In this section we illuminate Bartlett’s adjustment for TEE&. Since 
TE YH, it is easy to show that 
where 
E(T)= 1 -&+o(n-‘), 
p= -(z2A+z3b 1 +Z2(ZM-f)b, + 313b3 +Za,(ZN-JK) + Z3’“Ka2}/Z3. 
Thus we have 
T/W)= 1 +f T+o,(n-‘). 
( > 
The above p is called Bartlett’s adjustment factor. If the terms of order ,-’ 
in the asymptotic expansion of the distribution of T* = (1 + p/n)T vanish 
(i.e., P”,,[T* Gx] = P[XJ d x] + o(n-‘)), we say that T is adjustable in the 
sense of Bartlett. 
Denoting c,.(t) = Ee”=*, we have 
= CT(f) + (1 - 2it)-“’ {g&-I)j+w 
= (1 -2jf)-'/2 [ 1 +n-’ {A~TJ-~+(A[Ti+~) (1-2it)-’ 
-tL4p(l-2if)-2+A~=)(1 -2ir)-3 II +a@-'). (4.1) 
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In (4.1), putting A$,T)-p/2=0, AiT)+p/2=0, AiT’=O, and AcT’=O, we 3 
have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. The test statistic T E YH is adjustable in the sense of Bartlett 
if and onZy if the coefficients (a,} and { bi> satisfy the relations (i) and (ii): 
(i) a, = -K/31312, 
(ii) 3Z2(IM-J2)a:+61(ZN-JK)a, + 12Z3b3+ZH-3K2=0. 
Among the four tests LR, W, MW, and R, the LR test is the only one which 
is adjustable in the sense of Bartlett. 
For the LR test, Bartlett’s adjustment factor p = pLR(&,) is given by 
-M+2N+H+3J2-6JK-5K2 
PLR(eO) = 412 1213 . 
In particular, for the ARMA spectral density 
f,,(,:,=g ;: ;!$:/: 
the Bartlett’s adjustment factors are given by 
PLR(“2) = -l/3, for &=fr2, 
PLR(~) = 27 for 8, = 01, 
Pm(B) = _:_p2r2’ for 0,=/?. 
5. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS FOR THE NONNULL DISTRIBUTIONS 
Here we introduce a class YA of tests and derive the x2 type asymptotic 
expansion of the distribution of SE & under the sequence of alternatives 
A,: e=e,+c/J n, E > 0. Consider the transformation 
u,(e) = z,wiJ%i, 
u,(e) = (z,(e) -J(e) z(e)-‘z,(e))i(ysz(e)), 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
where ye = (M(B) Z(e) - J(e)2)‘i2/Z(0)312. In this section, for simplicity, we 
use u,, U2, Z,, Z,, 4 J, K Y, instead of W9, u,W, -WO, z,(e), z(e), 
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J(O), K(O), ye, respectively, if they are evaluated at 8 = 8, + E/& Define 
the following class of tests: 
ya= (SlS= {u,+z(e,)‘/2E)2+J- 
J;; 
[c, u: + c2 u: u2 
+ { c3 u: + c4 u, t&)6 + { c5 u, + c(j u2}E2 + c,c3] + o,(n- 1’2), 
under A,, where c, = Z312c, - Zc, + Z”‘c,}. 
This class YA is also very natural: 
(i) The likelihood ratio test LR = 2[1,(6,) - 1,(&J] belongs to YA. In 
fact, expanding LR in a Taylor series at 8 = 8,,, we obtain 
+ 5 (8, - 8 + e - e,)3 2 r,(e) + o,(n -1’2) 
= -~~1,(e)(~2+2~~+~2) 
-*{t$zn(e)} (2u3+3v28--3)+op(n-1/2), (5.3) 
where u = ,,&(e, - 0). Substituting 
{I2 ,/ii} +o,(nd2) (cf. (2.3)), 
+&t(,}= -3J-K+O(n-‘) (cf. (3.2)), 
for (5.3) we have 
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Similarly we can get the results (ii t(iv): 
(ii) Wald’s test W =n(t?,- f&)‘l(fi,) belongs to YA with the coef- 
ficients cr = J/I’/‘, c2 = 2y, c3 = (3J+ K)/I, cz, = 2yI’/*, c=, = 2(2J+ K)/Z”‘, 
c6 = 0, and c7 = (2J+ K). 
(iii) The modified Wald’s test MW = n(8, - &,)2Z(&,) belongs to YA 
with the coefficients c1 = - (J+ K)/P’*, c2 = 2y, c3 = - (3J+ 2K)/I, 
c‘j = 2yP, c5 = - (2J+ K)/Z’/‘, and c6 = c, = 0. 
(iv) Rao’s test R = Z,(0,)2Z(0,) - ’ belongs to 9’ with the coefficients 
c1=c2=o 3 c3 = K/I, c4 = - 2~1’~~ ? c5 = (J+ 2K)/Z”*, c6 = -2~4 and 
c,=J+K. 
The following lemma is essentially due to Taniguchi [lo]. 
LEMMA 5. Under Assumptions 1-3, 
p;o+E,Jd-~l<YI~ U*<Y,l 
vi 
s s 
Y2 
= 4(u,) &u2) 
-a --o: 
(4 - 3u1) + 3c,,,(u:u2 - u2) 
+ 3c122tu1 ui - 4) + c222(4 - 3u2) II du, du2 + o(n+‘2) 
?1 
s f 
v2 
= f(u~,u2)duldu2+o(n+‘*) say, 
--m -m 
where 4(u) = (l/,,/%) exp( - u2/2), and the coefficients c1 12, cl**, and c222 
are expressed by the spectral density (see Taniguchi [lo]). 
Using Lemma 5 we can evaluate the characteristic function c,(t) of 
S E YA, under A,. In fact, 
cS(f)=&o+E~\/;;{ei’Sl 
= I I f(u,, u,)exp[it{u, +I(~o)“2~}2] 
x 1+- {ciu; +c2z+42 
[ . ; 
+ (c3uf + C4U,U2)E + (cgu1+ CgU2)E2 
+ c7c3} 1 du, du, + o(n-‘12) 
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= 4(h) d(u2) expCith + VAJ’~2~121 
x 
+ (c3u: + C424,24~)E + (cgu, + CgU2)E2 + C,E3} 
K(B”)(z+3uJ 
Z(~O)~‘~ 
+3c~~2(~:~2-~2)+3~~2~(~1~:--~) 
+ ~~~~(4 - 3~~) du, du, + o(n - 1’2). (5.4) 
Integration of (5.4) with respect to t12 yields 
itz(e,)&2 
c,(t)=exp - i I 1 - 2it . ( 1 - 2it) - 1’2 j (27r) - l/2( 1 - 2it)“2 
x 1 +L {c,u:+c,U:E+C5U1E2+C7E3} 
[ . & 
+ K(eo) 
6 &z(eop2 
(u; - 3u,) dul + o(~“~). 1 
Calculation of the above integral leads to 
LEMMA 6. Under Assumptions 1-3, the characteristic function c,(t) of 
S E 9, under 6 = do + c/,/k has the asymptotic expansion 
cs( t) = exp itZ(Oo)E2 { 1 - 1 - 2it x (1 -2it)-“2 
where 
X 1 +nP”2 i Bjs)(l -2it)-j 
[ 
+o(n-‘/2), 
j=O 1 
B&‘)=d[( -9Z((80)3’2c1 + 6Z(80)~3- 3Z(Oo)1’2c5-K(tlo)}~3 
+ (9z~eopc, - 3c3 + 3zqeoyz(eo))E], 
B(IS’=+[{6Z(80)3’2 cl - 3z(e,)c, + z(e,)%, + ~(8,) > 2 
+ {c, - 6z(eoy2c, - 2iqe,) z(o,)-‘}~-J, 
683/27/2-13 
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Bp = + [ {z(eo)c3 - 4z(e,)“*c, - K(eO)}E3 
+ (3z(8CJ1’*c, +K(e,) z(e,)-‘}&I, 
By’= ~(3z(eo)3'*c, + K(8,)}E3. 
This lemma implies, 
THEOREM 3. Under Assumptions l-3, the distribution function of S E yk 
for 8 = f$, + E/,,& has the asymptotic expansion 
P& + &/ii [S <xl = P[X@) <xl 
+n-‘j2 j$o E,!s)P[x:+2~(6)<x] + o(n-1’2), 
where a2 =1(&J&*/2, and &?(a) IS a noncentral x2 random variable with j 
degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter ~5~. 
For the four tests S = LR, W, MW, and R, we can give more explicit 
expressions for the coefficients Bjs) in Theorem 3. 
EXAMPLE 3. (i) S = LR (likelihood ratio test) 
BbLR) = - (34 e,) + zq e,)) &3/6, z3y) = .z(e,)2/2, 
BiLR) = K(&)e3/6, B’LR’ = 0 3 7 
(ii) S = W (Wald’s test) 
B&W) = - (zqe,) + 3.z(e,))2/6, 
v) = wW - we,) + w4d)~/z(e0)~/2, 
p)= { -5(e,)2+ (34e,) + zqe,))&/z(e,))/2, 
zqw) = (zqe,) + 3.z(e,))2/6, 
(iii) S = MW (modified Wald’s test) 
ZI(MW) = - (zqe,) + 3qe,))2/6, 
Z&W) = {.z(e& + (3.z(e,) + 2tqe,))~/z(e,)}/2, 
zPw)= {(tqe,) + .z(e,))2 - (348,) + 2zqe,))qz(e,)jy2, 2 
B(MW)= -(2zqe,) + 3.z(e,))2/6, 3 
(iv) S=R (Rao’s test) 
BAR) = - (zqe,) + 3.r(e,))2/6, qR) = (qe,)2 - zqe,)&/z(e,))/2, 
B:R) = zw,ww,)~, zqR’ = K(8,)E3/6. 
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6. POWER COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE TEST CRITERIA 
In view of Theorem 3 we can investigate the local power properties in 
the class YA. By Theorem 3 and Example 3, it is not difficult to show that 
for SEYA, 
Go + E/J;; 1s ’ xl - P;,, + e/~;; CLR ’ xl 
=+ 
J[ 
; VW4 > x) -R&v > 4) ew%l> 
+; {f’(M) > x) - P(x:V) > xl> Q:s’(hJ 
+; {P(~~(~)>x)-P(~;(~)>x)} Q!s’(&,) 1 +o(n~“~), (6.1) 
where 
QlY&) = (3Z(&) 3’2cl - L?Z(O,)c, + Z(&J”*c, - J(8,))r3 
+ {c3 - 34e,w, - w,)/z(e,)~ 6 
gyeo) = ~z(&)~, - ~z(Q,)~/~c, -I) 2 + {3z(eo)%31 + zqe,yz(e,)~ E, 
Q$ye,) = {3z(eop*c, + qe,))2/3. 
The following relation is well known, 
a$+ 2(b) > xl - JTXV) > xl = a$+ 2k 61, (6.2) 
where pj(x; 6) ,is the probability density function of x,‘(S). (6.1) and (6.2) 
above imply 
THEOREM 4. Under Assumptions 1-3, 
C,+e,\/;; C~>X~-~‘;,+~,JL W>xl 
= J- CQpw PAxi 6) + epc&J ps(x; 4 
& 
+ Qyye,) p3(x. s)] + o(n-‘/2) 7 , 
By Theorem 4, for an ARMA process, we can compare the local power 
properties among the four tests LR, W, MW, and R. 
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Consider the following ARMA (p, q) spectral density 
fe,(n)=2nI=l(1-ILke’“)(l-~,e~‘“) 
271 np=, (1 -Pkei”)(l -PkePi”)’ (6.3) 
where $1, . . . . tiq, pl, . . . . pP are real numbers such that ltij 1 < 1, j = 1, . . . . q, 
Ipi1 < 1, j= 1, . ..) p. For the spectral density (6.3) we can get the following 
local power comparisons. 
EXAMPLE 4. W versus LR under A,, 
P&,+,J;; ITW>xl - P;,,+,J;; IILR > xl 
=-f-{3.W,)+K(H,)} ~p,(x;6)+~P,(x;6)}fo(nl.‘). 
J;; i 0 
(i) If B. = cr2, then 3J(B,) + K(8,) = -2/a6 < 0, which implies that 
LR is more powerful than W. 
(ii) If do = Iclk, then 35(8,) + K(0,) = 61/1,J( 1 - I+$)‘, which implies 
that W is more powerful than LR if t,Gk > 0 and vice versa. 
(iii) If B. = pk, then 3J(B,) + K(8,) = 0, which implies that LR and W 
have identical local powers. 
EXAMPLE 5. MW versus LR under A,, 
P&,+c,\/;; CMW>xl -P;;o+e,~ CLR>xl 
=+3.z(eo)-2~(eo)} ~p,(~;6)+~pI(~;6)}+~(n-l-2). 
J;; i 
(i) If 8, = c2, then - 35(8,) - 2K(B,) = l/a6 > 0, which implies that 
MW is more powerful than LR. 
(ii) If Bo= t+Qk, then -35(8,)- 2K(8,) = 0, which implies that MW 
and LR have identical local powers. 
(iii) If eO=pk, then - 35(e,) - 2qe,) = - 6p,/( 1 - pi)‘, which 
implies that LR is more powerful than MW if pk > 0 and vice versa. 
EXAMPLE 6. R versus LR under A,, 
P&+EIv n r CR > x3 - P;o+,~ CLR ‘xl 
me01 E3 
=y- ~P,wH 
d 
A- ps(x; 6) 
Iv,) I 
+ o(n -1’2). 
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(i) If 0,=a2, then K(0,) = l/a6 > 0, which implies that R is more 
powerful than LR. 
(ii) If 8, = 1+9~, then K(B,) = -6$,J( 1 - t,b:)‘, which implies that R is 
more powerful than LR if t,bk < 0 and vice versa. 
(iii) If 8, = pk, then K(8,) = 6p,/( 1 -pi)‘, which implies that LR is 
more powerful than R if pk < 0 and vice versa. 
These examples show that none of the LR, W, MW, and R tests is 
uniformly superior. 
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